drink it and would go mad not knowing whether he is loved for himself or because of the potion. Ostensibly the achievement of certainty, it is in fact total uncertainty because this feeling of being in love derives from an act of most supreme freedom while the certainty conjured by the drug is absurd. The lover would find in his arms an idiot emptied of the capacity to say no and thus also yes; an automaton who repeats "yes, yes, yes" but does not think, nonetheless all the while looking for the potion which, while seemingly giving stability to the beloved's response, kills love. All this because he wants to be in love and at the same time escape. He wants to be in love because he experiences true happiness but wants to escape for fear of losing it.
It is unthinkable that a friend would desire a friendship potion. Friendship is an accepted and desired state. We do not want to escape from it. It would never cross our minds to make a slave of our friend and so it is nonsensical to think of a friend as subject to our will. Were it so, we should free him in any way we could. If we have coerced or deceived him we cannot speak of him as our friend. For a friend in trouble, on the other hand, we will always try be a source of clarity, something we strive to remain, even if that means he will ask us to leave him alone.
No form of love has as much respect for the liberty of the other as friendship. It emerges at moments of extreme delicacy. For example, if a friend has done something useful for us, we will be grateful. But we will avoid asking him why he did it. The friend should not provide us with explanations. It's even better that I don't look for them. We must not analyse his behaviour to find his motivations. The friend's acts should always be acts of complete freedom. If I seek explanations I will find a "because," a justification, and hence something that is to their advantage. It is possible to find the determinants of each of our actions, including the most free, after the fact. An act can always be explained once it has been completed, and then it appears like a necessity.3 The act is free only before its completion. We can decide whether or not to carry it out and neither knows what the other will choose. But friends will not interrogate each other. They always want to act freely and in the act of creation choose freely whenever possible.
When in love, we wrack our brains in order to decipher the other's behaviour. We ask each other anxiously why we acted in such and such a way. This is a consequence of the fact that the beloved holds a terrific power over us. Our needs, our desires, our happiness depend on her, and should we be unhappy we will want to remove the causes of unhappiness. Love alternately
